
The world mobilizes in favor of
Cuba

The world increases its solidarity and mobilizes to accompany Cubans in the defense of their
sovereignty and their right to build a better future for all its citizens.

By María Josefina Arce 

The United States maintains unalterable the economic, commercial and financial blockade and intensifies
its destabilizing actions against Cuba, but the world increases its solidarity and mobilizes to accompany
Cubans in the defense of their sovereignty and their right to build a better future for all its citizens.

From this Saturday and for three days, several cities around the world will be the scene of public events,
caravans of cars and bicycles and mobilizations in the main streets and squares.



The support to the Cuban people will also be reflected in social networks, from which a discrediting
campaign against the largest of the Antilles is being developed, as authorities have repeatedly
denounced.

In his recent speech before the diplomatic corps accredited in Havana, Foreign Minister Bruno Rodriguez
pointed out that there are private groups on Facebook that carry out illegal actions to falsify the reality of
the country and alter the tranquility of its streets.

The head of Cuban diplomacy also exposed the involvement of the U.S. Embassy in these destabilizing
plans.

He specified that only last October that diplomatic headquarters published on Twitter a total of 59
messages, 36 of which were related to an attempt to subvert order in our country.

These new actions, in favor of Cuba and in defense of its right to work in peace for its welfare, are added
to those that have been taking place on the last weekends of each month and have spread to hundreds of
cities around the world.

For its sovereignty, the Caribbean nation is fighting a necessary battle every day, a battle in which it is not
alone, as evidenced by these world days, the denunciations in international forums and the messages of
support that arrive.

In recent days, several former presidents and more than 200 personalities from different latitudes made
public a letter to U.S. President Joseph Biden, in which they demand the end of the criminal blockade and
the cessation of destabilizing attempts against the Cuban people.

The letter condemns Washington's constant call, directly or through its mercenaries, for disobedience and
chaos, interfering in the internal affairs of another State.

And while Washington persists in its genocidal policy, invaluable aid has also arrived in Cuba from
numerous countries to confront COVID-19 and overcome the limitations imposed by the economic siege
and the situation generated by the pandemic.

Governments, solidarity organizations, peace-loving people and Cubans living in other parts of the world,
but committed to their homeland, have taught a lesson to the U.S. government, which, while claiming to
be concerned about the people of the largest of the Antilles, intends to suffocate them economically in its
hegemonic ambitions.
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